ADF Auger Washers are manufactured to order for their customers. Because part size, volume, and cycle time dictate proper sizing of this equipment, ADF builds each auger washer for the application.

ADF Auger Washers feature a large open hopper for easy feeding of the parts from pans, conveyors, or chutes. As the parts are processed through the drum, they are tumbled so that washing action occurs on all surfaces.

At the exit end, a large chute is used to dump parts to containers or to a subsequent drum unit if drying or additional cycles are required.

Electrical panels are located for operator convenience and meet JIC and National Electric Code wiring. The pumps are sized to the job and are high quality centrifugal type pumps for low pressure performance or 3 cylinder axial diaphragm pumps for high pressure washers. Most washers are heated with electric immersion heaters, and ADF uses only the highest quality heaters with stainless steel plugs and incaloy elements.

On all Auger Washers, ADF includes a chip drawer with mesh screen to collect chips and dirt washed from the parts and a vent stack for customer installed venting. Options such as blow off, oil skimmers, auto fill, and more are available to add the versatility of the auger washer.